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In the present N-NBI systems, negative ion beam neutralization is produced via stripping reactions in a gas cell (the neutralizer); it is a simple and reliable method, but the neutralization efficiency is modest (up to 58%) and the background gas density along the beam line is such that in the ITER-NBI system, about 28% of the negative ions are lost due to molecular collisions in the accelerating channel. Together with the beamline transmission losses this causes the overall injector efficiency to be lower than 30%.
Whereas all these losses are tolerable for an experimental fusion machine like ITER, they will be unacceptable in any future fusion-based power reactor (DEMO). The objective of the proposed project is to put together the expertise of three leading groups in negative ion quantum physics, high power stabilized lasers and neutral beam injectors to perform studies of a new injector concept called SIPHORE (SIngle gap PHOto-neutralizer energy REcovery injector), based on the photo-detachment of negative ions and energy recovery of unneutralised ions; the main feature of SIPHORE being the relevance for the future Fusion reactors, where high injector efficiency (up to 70-80%), technological simplicity and cost reduction are key issues to be addressed.
The paper will present the concept of this new injector, the on-going developments and simulations around this project, such as, a new concept of ion source which would fit with the injector topology, and a small scale photo-neutralizer experiment under development in the laboratories (LAC, ARTEMIS).
